
nCoV-2019 Call #3 
January 21, 2020 
 
*1 to ask a question 
 
Call will be limited to 45 minutes 
Send questions to preparedness@cdc.gov  
 
Dan Jernigan: 
 
Press conference: first case of nCoV-2019 reported in Washington State announced earlier today 
Number of cases = Over 300 cases so far 
First US case confirmed today 
Activated emergency ops center 
Scale up in screening for travelers from Wuhan 
2 other airports – Atlanta and Chicago  
Travel advisory issues (no changes now, but considering an update) 
6 locations in China w/ cases 
Thailand, Japan, Taiwan, South Korea, and US 
Timeliness of US case indicates how quite our response is 
30 year old male w/ travel to Wuhan 
Onset 1/16, travel 1/13, negative flu, mild illness 
No market exposure 
No case contacts (??) 
Found CDC website info in Mandarin, which led him to seek health care  
Specimen was sent overnight and tested by the next day (today)  
3 individuals from CDC deployed for follow-up in Washington State 
Growing number of cases w/ no exposure to markets, indicating some person to person spread 
HC worker transmission – likely to be one component of this viruses characterizations 
Exit screening in Wuhan and several countries screening again upon entry  
Updated HAN sent 1/17 
More communications on the way 
Lab diagnostics: developed PCR to dx these cases at CDC; next gen sequencing for characterizing to better understand 
evolution of the virus 
Randesivir – experimental use of antiviral – contact clinical team for more information 
 
Dr. Ruthy: 
 
75k passengers that enter US from Wuhan per year 
Context: 350 million travelers that enter US each year 
Additional countries doing entry screening now (18 total)  
Exit screening in Wuhan still ongoing 
These are not 100% effective, but a good start for picking up some cases and providing education 
Activities: began implementing in 3 main ports on Friday 
 JFK and San Fran get direct flights, but LAX gets a lot of indirect flights so they were included 
Screening to provide education to passengers 
Atlanta and Chicago added by the end of the week 
Funnel all Wuhan travelers to these airports by the weekend 
Travel health notice raised to level 2 
Older adults at higher risk for complications, that’s why they increased to level 2 
When travelers arrive, they will be sent to screening, they fill out questions about travel history and symptoms, they are 
observed for illness and their temp is taken 
If they’re sick, they get a more in depth health assessment at airport 
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If they meet PUI criteria, they coordinate w/ state and local CHD and coordinate care  
Been doing screening for 4 days – 1,200 people 
12 got more in depth assessment 
None met PUI screening (so Washington case wasn’t IDed this way) 
 
Q&A 
 
NYC Health Department:  
 
PUI epi criteria – thought to extend risk factors to travel outside Wuhan 
Missed 
 
Triage PUIs for outpatient settings, some specimens harder to get (lower resp and serum) – any guidance? 
Missed 
 
New HAN? When?  
Missed 
 
What about people in Wuhan who might have exposed people in US?  
Call emergency ops center to help w/ these types of questions: 770-488-7100 
 
Information from China on demographics of cases? 
A lot of the cases of severe illness were reported in older people 
Cases occurred in people as young as 15 (80 oldest?) 
 
What is the incubation period from exposure to symptoms? 
In general, CoV incubation period is 2-14 days, but they aren’t able to zero in for nCoV-2019 
 
What type of information is being given to travelers leaving Wuhan? 
Still not clear on exist screening, but some health info is being provided and temps are being taken. Not just planes, also 
trains and ferries. Ports receiving 99% of travelers in US has a monitor for temperatures. Gives information to contact 
doctors if they’re ill (they get a card, information included in previous notes).  
 
Are they being told to contact health care provider if they have ANY resp symptoms, or do they have to have fever? 
Says fever OR resp symptoms (cough, difficulty breathing)  
 
Plans to share testing material for state PHLs? Emergency authorization? 
Have testing at CDC for now. Working expediting emergency authorization to get tests to PHLs. No exact date, but doing 
this as quickly as possible. Communication through APHL for labs. Will communicate more as they get closer to 
deployment to coordinate ordering.  
 
Prioritization of specimen types? 
Linstrom: Additional specimens, so they recommend those (urine, stool, and whole blood  send to CDC but they may 
not test those right away; resp specimens considered priority 
 
Plans to extend airports beyond the 5? Bring travelers to those airports? 
All travelers will be funneled to these 5 once this rolls out by the end of the week. Will start Thursday or Friday. 
Funneling part they’re working out w/ homeland security partners.  
 
If you have a PUI on a plane, what happens to passengers? What if they disperse?  
Handle on a case by case basis. It’ll work the same as w/ other diseases. Index of suspicion on a person will also be 
handled on a case by case basis. They will notify the state health dept. through quarantine station about any residents 
exposed to a case or potential case.  



 
Copy of the card? 
Card sent out to select group 
 
Did they notify the flight on the Washington case? 
Right now, notification back and forth with the airline is ongoing. Haven’t gotten all the information from the passenger 
yet. Found flight numbers and routing information, primary carrier will provide contact info. 
Washington case was asymptomatic on the plane 
Will use EpiX to notify further 
 
Notify states of incoming travelers? 
No notification on people who are being monitored as they come back from Wuhan 
 
What are CDC current recs for contacts of confirmed cases? 
No policy decision to recommend active monitoring of asymptomatic contacts 
 
If states are notified of people who are exposed to confirmed cases on flights, what is the expectation?  
This will change. Right now, policy for asymptomatic contacts is passive self-monitoring with information, so they’re 
ready to call in. SP will comment further. This is more passive than in the past. Outlined in HAN – contacts w/ symptoms, 
that’s when they’ll become a PUI.  
 
Specimens submitted via category B on PUIs – is that still the case if you do get a case?  
CDC: yes; biohazard risk assessment hasn’t been completed to they’re treating like they would MERS; reminder to notify 
EOC to coordinate 
 
On a Monday-Friday basis – send via commercial currier?  
Contact EOC and they will work with you to pick the best options (world currier another option) 
 
How confident are we in the 14 day incubation period? 
Not very, but they’re leaning on their knowledge of beta coronaviruses  
They expect it to be similar in terms of incubation period, but it’s new, so that’s all they know for now. 
 
Any PCRs useful for ruling out? 
Coronavirus tests are designed for seasonal CoVs, so they’re not sure if they’ll pick up nCoV-2019 – they recommend you 
look at package insert to see what types of viruses it’s been tested against. If it’s been tested against SARS, that would 
be your best bet?  
 
Closing Comments: 
 
Appreciate our work 
Remind us they’re still in early days, still learning and monitoring closely, will keep us informed every step of the way. 
Will be in touch and updating their website 
 
 


